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	Bioactive natural products are proving to be a rich source of novel therapeutics to both protect against and combat diseases, as well as serve as lead compounds in crop protection. Following the successful format of the first edition, this volume brings together collective research from many new contributors and emphasizes the rationale behind the successful detection, isolation, and structure determination of specific compounds. The text encompasses a diverse range of techniques that can be applied to terrestrial and aquatic sources. It also allows you to understand how source material can be selected to enhance your opportunity to discover and utilize novel bioactive natural products.


	New to the Second Editionâ€•


	·        Advances in the application of NMR spectroscopy and mass spectrometry, bioactive chemical  detection and extraction, dereplication, and novel bioassay development


	·        New case studies and illustrations that demonstrate the practical applications of specific techniques


	·        A group of new contributors presenting research from their own laboratories that emphasize both the philosophy and rationale behind detection, isolation, and structural determination


	Following an overview of natural product chemistry techniques and approaches, many new chapters discuss selection of source material, quantitative NMR, high speed counter-current chromatography, dereplication of extracts, and methods to determine the stereochemistry of bioactive natural products. Examinations of new technologies including LC-NMR, biosensors, and biofingerprinting accompany discussions on the search for specific activities in anticancer and antimalarial applications, seed germination stimulation, and mammalian toxicity.


	With the participation from active researchers, this definitive work supplies a vital extension and an enduring contribution to the science and art of bioactive natural product detection, isolation, and structural determination.
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The Art & Science of Technical Analysis: Market Structure, Price Action & Trading Strategies (Wiley Trading)John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	A breakthrough trading book that provides powerful insights on profitable technical patterns and strategies


	The Art and Science of Technical Analysis is a groundbreaking work that bridges the gaps between the academic view of markets, technical analysis, and profitable trading. The book explores why randomness...
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Cybercrime Investigation Case Studies: An Excerpt from Placing the Suspect Behind the KeyboardSyngress Publishing, 2012

	Cybercrime Investigation Case Studies is a "first look" excerpt from Brett Shavers' new Syngress book, Placing the Suspect Behind the Keyboard. Case studies are an effective method of learning the methods and processes that were both successful and unsuccessful in real cases. Using a variety of case types,...
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Word 2013 BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2013

	Top-to-bottom coverage of the top-selling Microsoft Officeapplication


	If you want to use Microsoft Word to create more than justsimple documents, start with this ultimate Word guide. Packed withthe in-depth content that is the hallmark of all Wiley Bibles, thisbook covers it all. You'll first find out what's new in...
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Success Metrics: A Multidimensional Framework for Measuring Organizational SuccessApress, 2017

	Learn how to measure success at the individual and organizational levels. By measuring success in multiple dimensions using multivariate methods you will be able to determine what works and what doesn’t. The key is to measure and promote progress in terms of organizational vision, mission, and overarching goals.
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Monad : Introducing the MSH Command Shell and LanguageO'Reilly, 2005
Monad, available for Windows Server 2003, Windows XP, and Windows Vista, is the future of Windows administration. From setting up automated build environments to managing 200 desktops in an organization, anything that reduces the number of repetitive management steps is a real win.  This is the promise of Monad, the powerful new...
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Business Intelligence: Data Mining and Optimization for Decision MakingJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Business intelligence is a broad category of applications and technologies for gathering, providing access to, and analyzing data for the purpose of helping enterprise users make better business decisions. The term implies having a comprehensive knowledge of all factors that affect a business, such as customers, competitors, business partners,...
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